
SPRINT NETWORK’S REMOTE SUPPORT 
PROGRAM FOR STARTUPS



SPRINT is a network of actors  aiming to build a more 
sustainable economy in participating countries 
through collaboration between large companies, 
local authorities, civil society, incubators, and 
startups. 

With that vision, we implement a support program 
based on networking with qualified experts and 
potential partners, promoting international visibility 
and enabling the targeted development of each 
entrepreneur's skills.

Our Vision
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Technical 
Accompaniment SPRINT Award

8 national awards, 1 
international 

ceremony

1 webinar per month, 1 
co-development 

workshop, 2 newsletters 
per month, digital 

visibility

Our Offer

1 support program of 9 months based on 3 pillars

Support in 2 phases::
1. SPRINT Camp : initial 

diagnosis & group training
2. Follow-up : workshop, 

strategic monitoring, 
networking 

Network 
Coordination
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Technical Accompaniment

Collective Trainings
6 training sessions in group format around specific themes that are essential for 
entrepreneurs: communication & design, business plan, fundraising, internationalization 
and soft skills.
Participants : All startups of the cohort#4, our external speakers.

Onboarding
Each country's cohorts will be invited to participate in a half-day meeting between 
February 1 and 5, during which the startups and speakers will introduce themselves, the 
course and the objective of the program will be explained in detail.
Participants : The cohorts#4 per country, the partner incubators, the SPRINT team

Initial Diagnosis
360° diagnosis of each startup, definition of individual needs for skills development and 
a 9-month action plan including the objectives of the support and development of the 
project. 
Participants : Each startup individually, one expert, the SPRINT team.

SPRINT Camp

1 session / 
country

1 diagnosis / 
startup

6 collective 
trainings



Networking
According to the development needs and focus  identified during the initial diagnosis, the SPRINT team will continuously look for 
international opportunities for entrepreneurs and will connect them with potential partners. Entrepreneurs will also have access 
to the network of partner incubators.

Individualized workshops
Depending on the specific needs identified during the initial diagnosis, two of the six 
group training themes will be addressed in a more personalized manner in workshops 
gathering of five to ten entrepreneurs .
Participants : Five to ten entrepreneurs per session, the reference expert.

Strategic Monitoring
Individual phone interviews every two months to follow the development of each startup 
and to adapt our coaching and support offer for it.
Participants : Each entrepreneur, one member of the SPRINT team

Follow - Up

Complementary Trainings
The SPRINT team organizes monthly additional training sessions around the themes that 
best correspond to the development needs of the startups it supports.

1 monitoring 
update

/ 2 months

2 themes x 1-3 
sessions

1 / month

Technical Accompaniment



Communication

Design

by  Farah Doudou
Designing  a visual identity in symbiosis with each project, from the design of a moodboard to the export of a 
logo.

Business 
Plan

Fundraising

by  Marouen Hadhri
Elaborating a business plan, techniques for building business models, financial education, apprehending the 
different stages of market research, feasibility and profitability.

Internationali-
zation

by  Hichem Radoine
Project structuring, prerequisites for internationalization (legal, regulatory, financial, competitive, etc.), 
product-solution/market adequacy, target customer definition, market sizing with an international vision.

by  Marouen Hadhri
Identifying the different investment funds and donors likely to finance the projects, techniques for developing 
and delivering  a convincing pitch.

Soft Skills

by  Gloria Kaba
Defining the vision and obstacles of each project, creating  a capsule "key messages of communication" 
(Creative Brief), elaborating  a marketing concept in line with investors and consumers

par Carole Rakotondrainibe

Awareness of verbal communication issues, stress management and conflict resolution techniques, 
knowing how to negotiate, persuade and motivate one's team.

Trainings Content

https://www.linkedin.com/in/carolerakotondrainibe/


Network 
Coordination

International Opportunities

Every two weeks, entrepreneurs will receive a newsletter with opportunities 
(challenges, calls for projects, MOOCs and any other opportunities for skill 
development and / or funding) to accelerate the development of their projects.

Webinars 

Online roundtables and webinars will be organized monthly, bringing together 
different actors from the social and environmental entrepreneurship ecosystem, 
including SPRINT startups, around defined topics to raise awareness around the stakes 
of developing impact entrepreneurship in Africa.

Ko-develop workshops

The SPRINT team organizes monthly sectoral meetings bringing together startups 
from the same sector on specific topics, allowing entrepreneurs to help each other on 
the problems encountered by each of them.

Digital Visibility

The SPRINT team creates online and digital content on program startups and shares  
it to the general public and its followers through SPRINT social media account and 
networks.

1 / MONTH

1 / MONTH

2 / MONTH

5 to 10 posts 
/ startup



SPRINT Award

Local selection committees, each composed of members from 
the local incubators, the SPRINT team, and representatives 
from the regional ecosystems, in the period between February 
and July, will select the best environmental impact startup in 
each country among the startups of the cohort #4.

8 Local SPRINT Awards

The 8 winning startups of the local awards will be invited to an 
international ceremony in October 2021 and will have the 
opportunity to pitch their projects in front of potential 
partners and the entire SPRINT network.

1 International Ceremony
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